
Silicon Valley tech workers are spending
unprecedented sums to influence the 2014
elections, but will their ambitions drown in D.C.'s
mire? We unearth the donors and the dollars -- and
how Republicans are learning Silicon Valley's
lessons.
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Google Inc. is keeping pace with Goldman Sachs in
terms of 2014 campaign donations. Facebook Inc.
CEO Mark Zuckerberg is bankrolling Republican
stalwart Sen. Orrin Hatch. GOP political operatives
are scouting tech talent on the Peninsula.

No, it’s not a bizarre alternate-reality Silicon Valley
devoid of tech isolationism and liberal-leaning
libertarianism. Rather, the 2014 congressional
election season has ushered in a new era in how the
tech industry tries to win business advantages on
Capitol Hill.

“Tech companies now are very much like Procter &
Gamble or GE or Bank of America,” said San Jose State University political science
professor Larry Gerston. “It’s just that the technology sector has come to the party most
recently — that’s what makes it so interesting.”

The next questions: Can Silicon Valley actually hold its own as a special interest group
vying for the attention of lawmakers against Wall Street, real estate tycoons and energy
companies? And will tech turn a shade of Republican red as it places bets on the incoming
Congress to get its way on issues like immigration and tax reform?

The answers depend largely on whether a new generation of politically-active tech execs
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can overcome a dynamic that has frustrated some of their predecessors, who maintain
that D.C. horsetrading is the antithesis of Silicon Valley’s glorified build and iterate culture.
Within that camp, there is a subset of area financiers who have dumped their money into
political reform efforts or civic tech startups looking to overhaul the way laws get made.

Election fever

It’s still early, but the biggest names in Silicon Valley are already on track to demolish
previous campaign donations to Congress in 2014, moving into the big leagues for
campaign spending after recent exponential increases in lobbying.

Google’s 2014 campaign tab is a particularly vivid example of the trend.

Politically inclined employees of the Mountain View tech company — which has a global
workforce of nearly 50,000 people — have donated $1.7 million to 2014 federal campaigns
as of the most recent federal filings on April 20, according to the Center for Responsive
Politics.

Compare that to companies with notoriously close connections to Washington. Goldman
Sachs employees have doled out $1.5 million, while Comcast workers have written checks
totaling $2.3 million this election cycle.

Gerston points to examples of highly visible executives at younger tech companies going
directly to the White House as another example of cozier ties.

“You see guys like Zuckerberg calling the president. Nobody would have imagined that,”
Gerston said. “It has to with the fact that they realize more than ever that government
doesn’t just collect taxes. Government confers benefits.”

Already, tech companies have increased lobbying between elections in pursuit of benefits
like R&D tax credits, high-skill immigration visas and lenient policies for the repatriation of
offshore cash.

Companies like Oracle Corp., Intel Corp. and Microsoft Corp. have been spending seven
figures a year on federal lobbying since the 1990s, but the number of tech companies
lobbying Congress and the amount they’re spending have risen steadily.

Google spent $15.8 million on lobbying in 2013, sandwiched between AT&T and Boeing
among the top 15 lobbying spenders across industries.

Silicon Valley sees red

Silicon Valley has already learned via hard-to-crack political issues like immigration reform
that throwing money at Capitol Hill doesn’t automatically yield policy change.

Tech-industry donation patterns are already shifting to coincide with broader changes in
the political landscape, leaving executives to handicap which politicos may be most
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accommodating for their priorities. With huge business issues like tax reform looming
large, traditionally blue Silicon Valley is turning a shade of purple.

Zuckerberg has given $10,400 out of the $25,800 he has invested in the 2014 election
cycle to Republican Sens. Marco Rubio and Orrin Hatch, according to the Center for
Responsive Politics. Rubio, often floated as a 2016 presidential contender, sits on Senate
committees dedicated to commerce, science and entrepreneurship, while Hatch is the top
Republican on the powerful Senate Committee on Finance.

Sean Parker, a fellow tech entrepreneur (and the first president of Facebook) has also given
more than $10,000 to Rubio and the conservative political action committee Reclaim
America PAC.

While Silicon Valley voters will almost certainly keep electing Democrats to Congress
based on their social priorities, Gerston said the region could start dumping more money
into races elsewhere.

“There’s the possibility that the Senate could flip and swing Republican for the first time in
memory,” he said. “You’ll see them putting money behind the guy who wants H-1B (visa)
numbers lifted or the person who is not going to fight for tax reform.”

The prospect of the tech industry meddling in nationwide political races is magnified by
advocacy groups like Zuckerberg’s FWD.us. The organization, which does not legally have
to disclose its donors, has liberal and conservative subsidiaries that have already shelled
out six figures for campaign ads in several states.

Beyond that wildcard, tech employees are also spreading their donations more evenly on
both sides of the aisle. Between 45 percent and 55 percent of 2014 campaign donations
from employees of Amazon.com Inc., Google and Facebook are going to Republican
causes, according to federal data analyzed by the Center for Responsive Politics.

Sheila Krumholz, executive director of the nonpartisan Center for Responsive Politics, said
the approach is far from novel.

“In terms of industries shifting, that’s a constant,” she said. “They’re always looking to
protect the bottom line. Their interests change. Their issues change. Therefore, the people
that can help or hinder their legislative agenda change, too.”

Tech’s appeal

On top of the varied political capital flying from Silicon Valley coffers to Capitol Hill, a
newcomer has arrived in the region to tap its booming data-analytics industry: The
Republican National Committee.

This February, the party leadership group responsible for helping to get Republicans
elected across the country officially launched an “internal startup” called Para Bellum Labs
with offices in Washington, D.C., and San Mateo.
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The goal of the growing 40-person operation is to build “a new tech-centered mindset,
while increasing visibility and credibility in the tech community,” according to a statement.

RNC Chief Data Officer Azarias Reda said the RNC’s work ranges from streamlining voter
data files to honing online fundraising tools to working with political startups through an
API.

Reda, a veteran of LinkedIn Corp., Microsoft Corp. and a startup in Austin, said the Silicon
Valley outpost was a no-brainer for the RNC.

“The reason we opened the office there is to find talent,” he explained. “People said, ‘Hey,
technology is very difficult to recruit for Republicans.’ But if you think about it, this is very
cool, interesting stuff that has a lot of impact.”

The tech push also puts Republican operatives in close proximity to Silicon Valley donors.

“Speaking just for myself, being able to engage with the tech community has two fronts:
One is the typical policy conversation, and two is to actually have a conversation with
people who are working with us and their broader network,” Reda said. “We actually have a
lot of intersection.”

The new old guard?

T.J. Rodgers has seen Silicon Valley throw its weight around on Capitol Hill before.

The CEO of San Jose’s Cypress Semiconductor even flew the 12 hours round trip to
Washington five times to testify before Congress in the 1980s and 1990s.

But Rodgers, a self-described free-market libertarian who once was labeled “the bad boy
of Silicon Valley” thanks to his controversial views, hasn’t been back to Washington after a
hearing on corporate welfare about 15 years ago.

He says he felt ignored by the two senators who showed up to hear his critique on
government subsidies.

“I don’t have respect for these guys,” he said. “Look at their ratings. They are despised by
the country. I just gave up thinking it was cool to hop through hoops to give them a talk.”

Despite the now well-established pattern of Silicon Valley executives cycling through
White House summits and political fundraisers, Rodgers still sees sluggish government
bureaucracy as the enemy of fast-moving tech companies.

He sees the trend toward younger Silicon Valley companies jumping into national politics
as a fad that will pass. Unless it doesn’t.

“I don’t see how the new companies are going to change anything that the companies
before them haven’t,” Rodgers said. “If they do, it’s because we will have become the new
old guard, and it is our companies that own the Congress.”
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This week's premium content is available for free. To read about The Mexican Heritage
Plaza's resurgence, the startup that's hacking public policy, Digital Realty Trust's reset
and more click here.
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